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Our facility

Our house is located right in the middle of a residential state at the edge of the city of Dülmen. This location allows us to go on excursions to the nearby wildlife park, to greenfields or the city centre. Besides the generous facilities our kindergarten also provides close-to-nature exteriors and numerous playing opportunities.

The provider of our establishment is the AWO subdistrict Münster - Recklinghausen. The provider’s concept as well as the law of children’s development are the basis of our pedagogical task. We supply education and painstaking care in five groups. We care for children from the age of 4 months up to the start of elementary school.

Since 2006 we are a certified family centre.

The aim of our pedagogical work

is to lead the children to a positive self-perception, self-reliance and independence as well as to social skills. We accompany our children under holistic aspects of their personal development. We challenge them and we support them in every possible way. The situation-related approach is the basis of our work.

Specific features of our facility

As we are a certified institution of Kneippism we live the concept of Kneipp with the children. We also integrate the five columns of Kneipp into our everyday life.

1 Nutrition
• breakfast buffet within the groups
• daily fresh prepared and balanced lunch
• own fruit- and vegetables beds

2 Herbs and healing plants
• processing of healing plants
• herbal beds
• tea breaks

3 Water
• Kneipp garden with water-treading basin
• Sauna visits
• fresh air baths
• snow courses

4 Motion / exercises
• physical education (Karthaus)
• Using the exteriors under every weather conditions
• children’s Yoga
• physical education for parents

5 way of life
• Snoezelen room
• daily rituals like for example morning circles
• relaxing time after lunch
• children’s massage

Registration
Registrations are possible during opening hours.

Consulting service
• feedbacks concerning the development of the children based on documentary reports of our nurturers.
• family counseling (every first Thursday in a month; provided by the Caritas)
• open consultation – hour offered by the youth welfare office Dülmen (every first Thursday in a month)
• cooperation with elementary schools and doctors

Family education
• KIM groups for children under the age of 3
• course offers for parents like for example ‘strong parents, strong kids’
• open café for parents
• events concerning pedagogical topics for parents

Caretaking beyond our opening hours

support finding
• childminder
• babysitters
• caretaking for special times of the day

Opening times
within our opening hours (mondays to thursdays 7.00 to 16.30, fridays 7.00 to 16.00) different models can be booked. We offer caretaking in the range of 25, 35 and 45 hours a week.